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Eufy HomeBase 3 White

Brand : Eufy Product code: T80303D1

Product name : HomeBase 3

- HomeBase 3 Empowers Your Security Devices
- Up to 16 TB Expandable Local Storage (Additional Storage Drive Not Included)
- BionicMind™ AI Differentiates Family and Strangers
- HomeBase 3 Centralized Security Management
- Privacy with AES-128 and RSA-1024 Encryption
Up to 16 devices/34 sensors, 16 GB EMMC, RJ-45, 2x USB, SATA, Siren
Eufy HomeBase 3. Maximum storage capacity: 16 TB. Ethernet LAN data rates: 10,100,1000 Mbit/s.
Product colour: White

Performance

Face detection

Wireless LAN features

Wi-Fi *

Storage

Maximum storage capacity * 16 TB

Ports & interfaces

Ethernet LAN (RJ-45) ports * 1
Ethernet LAN data rates 10,100,1000 Mbit/s

Ports & interfaces

USB 2.0 ports quantity 2

Features

Product colour White

Processor

Built-in processor
Processor cores 4

Operational conditions

Operating temperature (T-T) -10 - 50 °C
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